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Tars’Tale-Spins

COVID-19 Update: Farming NOT Cancelled!
We are living in the strangest
I’m a curious guy – I wanted
and most strained of times
to
understand
their
perhaps since WWII. I really
perspective, so I asked
don’t want to talk about
several what they thought
coronavirus. It has disrupted
of the farm. Reactions were
everyone’s lives in some
entirely positive, but I also
manner…globally. You don’t
had genuine concern and
need to read one more
questions about the life of
speculative opinion - the
cows. I was asked about calf
Tars Cheema
internet is full of those. Let’s
separation, lifespan of cows,
just say – farming remains
what happens at their end of life, and
an ‘essential service,’ whether Joaquin
pasture access. People are curious and
Phoenix respects us or not. Thank you
want to understand. These are people
to farmers and the entire agribusiness
who support dairy – but still have
support network, truckers and processors
questions. Transparency and truth
for keeping the milk flowing.
are imperative. Repeated surveys
Dairy has not been alone in experiencing
cancellations of many gatherings and
events which make our industry rich and
varied – the Spring cattle shows and sales,
National Holstein Convention and various
meetings that bring us together to share,
refuel, socialize, celebrate – they will be
back. I especially feel badly for the four
new BC Master Breeders – Wisselview,
Hammingview, Nicrest and Sunnyhome
– I’m sure they will get their moment to
celebrate, but it might be a while.

in recent years have continued to
confirm strong support for dairy
– but we must hear and address
public concerns/questions – openly
and honestly.

at Cowichan Milk Co. We should hold
that public support close – it is personal
and meaningful. What we do matters
to our consumers and we owe them our
authenticity.

Before the mass corona-cancellations,
toilet paper hysteria and sanitizer
insanity, my thoughts were on the public
I watched and met at the vanBovens’
Cowichan Milk Company Open House, in
Duncan on February 29. Seeing hundreds
of appreciative urbanites with their
young children taking their time to get
close to the calves and cows was deeply
encouraging. There were no protesters,
no activists, no Batman, no Joker. Just
families. Lots of happy families.
Some of them wanted to talk with the
vanBovens, learn about the cows, dairy or
farming. Most just wanted to experience
the animals or watch the robot milkings
in progress. Many I found were already
customers and they felt a bond with the
farm – this is where their milk comes from!
It was becoming a personal relationship
for them…like when people used to know
the farmers in their communities a couple
generations back.

Wouldn’t it be interesting if dairy product
demand jumped up because of these
strange circumstances and people
discovered their love of dairy again? Maybe
dairy will displace some of those alternate
beverages for the longer term.
Be encouraged in this weird time of
COVID-19. Stay safe. Thanks for my milk,
yogurt and cheese.
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Canadian dairy operates
ethically and that must be
shared.
We can’t control what is posted on the
internet, often from industrial size
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COVID-19 has shocked our world.
And yet, cows must be fed, milked, cared for.
This daily duty does not change.
This is a ‘shout-out’ to ALL those people in
our dairy world who are part of the complex
system of ensuring we can supply safe,
nutritious milk from healthy cows seamlessly
to our consumers. Everyone in this beautiful
dairy-chain matters.

TEAM

unusual

It takes a Village.
Let’s also remember all those who continue
to work in our communities and cities.
Everyone needs everyone’s support and
compassion through these times.
We are in this together –
we will get through this together.
Remember - There may be pain in the night,
but joy comes in the morning!

operations farther south. Offensive
images/video leave consumers in doubt
and activists incited. All dairy is battered
with bad press. But that was NOT the
case in Duncan. While we may be less
comfortable in the ‘age of activism,’ I
suspect the activists would have been
run off the farm by the families who
were happy to share in the openness
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unsettling

uncertain

